By ORB (2010). Classic winner of $2,612,516, Kentucky Derby [G1] (CD, $1,414,800), etc. Sire of 7 crops of racing age, 450 foals, 347 starters, 11 stakes winners, 240 winners of 655 races and earning $19,438,346 USA, including Mrs. Orb ($556,280, Caesar's Wish S. (PIM, $60,000), etc.), Red Danger ($541,672, Global Tote Juvenile Sprint S. [L] (KD, $300,700), etc.), Whoa Nellie ($353,830, Pippin S. [L] (OP, $60,000), etc.), Sippican Harbor ($262,650, Spinaway S. [G1] (SAR, $192,500)), Eagle Orb ($193,792, Notebook S. -R (AQU, $55,000), etc.), Orbolution ($164,150, P. G. Johnson S. [L] (SAR, $60,000), etc.), Sunbird (to 3, 2023, $122,149 USA, BC Premier's H. [G3] (HST, $55,000(CAN)), etc.), Trixie Racer ($107,283, E. L. Gaylord Memorial S. (RP, $30,000), etc.), Orbs Baby Girl ($102,142, Penn Oaks (PEN, $60,000)), Autumn Warrior ($94,620, Super Derby Prelude S. (LAD, $36,000), etc.).

1st dam MARKETWAY, by After Market. 3 wins in 5 starts at 2 and 3, $55,597(USA), Boulevard Casino S. (HST, $30,000(CAN)). Dam of 5 foals, 3 to race, 1 winner--
SUNBIRD (g. by Orb). Black type winner, see below.
Toe Dancer (f. by Tapizar). Placed at 3, $10,351(USA).

2nd dam Just a Ginny, by Go for Gin. 3 wins at 3 and 4, $98,725. Half-sister to Goodbye Doeny ($90,770, 2nd Breeders' Futurity [G2], sire). Dam of 8 winners--
LOGIC WAY (g. by Freud). 12 wins, 3 to 7 in NA and QA , $643,470 (USA), Mohawk H. -R (BEL, $90,000), 2nd W. L. McKnight H. [G2] (CRC, $27,900), New York Stallion Cab Calloway S. -R (SAR, $30,000), 3rd New York Stallion Cormorant S. -R (AQU, $7,500).
BIG TRUCK (c. by Hook and Ladder). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $370,267, Tampa Bay Derby [G3] (TAM, $180,000), Bertram F. Borgard S. -R (BEL, $63,780), 2nd Sam F. Davis S. [L] (TAM, $35,000), Floral Park S. -R (BEL, $15,390), 3rd Albany S. -R (SAR, $15,000), Sleepy Hollow S. -R (BEL, $10,000).
MARKETWAY (f. by After Market). Black type winner, see above.
BE A GINNY (f. by Freud). 3 wins at 3, $53,761, Clasico Jinetes [L].
School Spirit (g. by Pulpit). 15 wins, 4 to 8, $244,803(USA). Set ntr at Evangeline Downs, 7 furlongs in 1:22.02.
Just the Facts (g. by The Factor). 3 wins at 3 and 5, $84,077.
Black Diamond Girl (f. by Hard Spun). 4 wins at 3 and 4, $69,150.
My Friend Dr. Bo (c. by Shackleford). Winner at 3 and 4, placed at 5, 2023, $15,760.
Cash Michael (c. by Unbridled Energy). Placed at 2, $13,920.
Ginablu (f. by Bluegrass Cat). Unplaced. Dam of--
Sigiloso (g. by Khozan). 4 wins, 3 to 5, 2023, $236,412, 2nd Sunshine Turf S. -R (GP, $14,850), 3rd Showing Up S. (GP, $6,045).

3rd dam Evangelic, by Halo. Winner at 3, $5,100. Half-sister to MALEVIC ($169,210 (USA), Premio Presidente della Repubblica [G1], etc.), ZAUBARR ($54,400 (USA), Prix Sainte Gudule [L]), VAN ALLEN ($94,379, 3rd Pioneer S. [L] (TP, $5,215)). Dam of 7 winners--
Goodbye Doeny (c. by Storm Cat). 2 wins at 2, $90,770, 2nd Breeders' Futurity [G2], sire.
Just a Ginny (f. by Go for Gin). See above.
Muscoot (g. by Corporate Report). 9 wins, 3 to 5, $137,610. Set ntr at Aqueduct, 1 mile in 1:36.04.
Bigtruck El Paso (g. by Iстина). 3 wins at 4 and 5, $60,931.
Oh I Know (f. by You Know How It Is). 2 wins at 3, $55,865. Producer.
Armadillo (g. by You Know How It Is). Winner at 2 and 4, $41,955.
Trumah (f. by Northern Baby). 4 wins, 3 to 5, $22,753. Producer.
Sunbird
Bay Gelding; Mar 29, 2020

Hello Cat (f. by Tomorrows Cat). Placed at 3 in MEX.

Certified (f. by Corporate Report). Unraced. Dam of--

El Certificad o (g. by Be Frank). 3 wins at 2 and 3, $101,940, 2nd Clasico Antonio Fernandez Castrillon [LR], Clasico Antonio Mongil Jr. [LR], Clasico Hurley Road [LR], 3rd Clasico Navidad [LR].

Certificada (f. by Hard Charger). 4 wins, 2 to 4, $34,806. Dam of--

La Inspiradora (f. by Frisk Me Now). Winner at 2, $23,346, 2nd Clasico Criadores [LR].

4th dam

My Room, by Bold Lad. Unplaced. Half-sister to CARD TABLE ($59,500, Princess S.-G3, etc.),
EXPERTIELLO ($83,444 (USA), Excelsior Hotel Ernst-Criterium [L], etc.), BOLD PLACE ($102,007, Pageant H., etc.), OUT TO LUNCH ($62,403, Millbrae S., etc.), Collect Call ($52,100, 2nd Honeymoon H.-G3), Dam of 12 winners, including--

MALEVIC (c. by Hawaiian Sound). 15 wins, 2 to 5 in ITY, $169,210 (USA), Premio Presidente della Repubblica [G1], Premio Lazio-G3, Premio Natale di Roma [G3], Premio Boschetti [L], Premio d'Apertura [L], 2nd Gran Premio Citta di Napoli-G3, Premio Signorino [L], 3rd Premio Ribot [G2], etc.

ZAUBARR (c. by *Hawaii). 15 wins, 3 to 8 in ENG and BEL, $54,400 (USA), Prix Sainte Gudule [L].


Maid's Quarters (f. by Sauce Boat). 4 wins at 3 and 4, $83,390.

Iowna Harley (f. by Half Term). Winner at 2, $37,580, 3rd Solano County Juvenile Filly S. -R (SOL, $7,600).

Evangelic (f. by Halo). See above.

Talega (f. by Devil's Bag). Placed at 2 and 3, $15,150.

EXTRA BEND (g. by Twining). 5 wins, 2 to 6, $209,076, Spend a Buck S. (MTH, $39,000), 2nd Woodlawn S. [L] (PIM, $15,000), Count Fleet S. (AQU, $14,976), Lamplighter S. (MTH, $12,000), 3rd Jersey Derby [L] (MTH, $11,000).

ILLYBILLY (f. by Commendable). 5 wins at 3 and 4, $116,997, Czaria H. (SUN, $30,000).

She's Reddy (f. by Mutakddim). 3 wins at 3 and 4, $127,754, 2nd Harry Henson H. (SUN, $22,000).


BEAU'S ALLIANCE (g. by Beau's Eagle). 6 wins, 2 to 4, $194,862, Benica H. [LR] (GG, $30,600), Carquinez H. (SOL, $18,550), Tanaka Family Farm H. (BM, $17,225), 2nd Pleasanton H. (PLN, $5,700), Jumping Hill H. (GG, $6,000), etc.

RACE RECORD for Sunbird: At 2, two wins in 2 starts; at 3, 2023, three wins (BC Premier's H. [G3] (HST, $55,000(CAN)), BC Cup Sir Winston Churchill Derby Trial H. (HST, $27,500(CAN))), once 2nd (British Columbia Derby [G3] (HST, $25,000(CAN))) in 5 starts. Totals: 5 wins, once 2nd in 7 starts. Earned $122,149(USA) ($164,800(CAN)).